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"The fragrance market in Brazil has had one of the best
performances in recent years. The national brands

expanded their sales channels and brought new fragrances
to the market. The category has innovated with scents and

not with products. Offering different formats can help
brands stand out and boost consumption."

- Juliana Martins, Beauty and Personal Care
Senior Specialist

This report looks at the following areas:

• The fragrance market could innovate more
• Consumers should be better educated about fragrances
• Older consumers believe fragrances are too personal to receive as a gift
• National inputs could help the market reduce the dollar impact
• Fragrance primers could help prolong the scent
• Brands could invest in energizing fragrances for women
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Boticário Group and Natura reinforce fragrance-based communications
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Home devices that release scents to suit the mood appeal to young women
Figure 21: Interest in innovations, by age among women, June 2018
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Figure 26: Fragrance behaviors, August 2018

Some women have an interest in fragrances which have scents that are similar to imported ones
Figure 27: Fragrance behaviors, August 2018

Consumers should be better educated about fragrances
Figure 28: Attitudes toward fragrances, August 2018

Brands can attract consumers from the North-East with unisex fragrances
Figure 29: Attitudes toward fragrances, August 2018

There are opportunities to attract older consumers who see fragrances as too personal to receive as a gift
Figure 30: Attitudes toward fragrances, August 2018
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